Exciting opportunity for Gaelic-speaking students from all disciplines to live together in a Gaelic flat.
Opportunity to live in a Gaelic-speaking environment

Meet other Gaelic-speaking students studying a range of different subjects

Secure a flat early in the year

Get support towards the completion of the Edinburgh Award (Gaelic), which will appear on your HEAR transcript at the end of your degree

Opportunity to work with Gaelic community groups in Edinburgh

Financial support for participants on the scheme is unconfirmed. However, we are actively looking to secure funding to offer this.
WHO?

This scheme is open to all Gaelic-speaking students, regardless of which subject you are studying.

Priority will be given to students in first year.

WHERE?

You will be living in University halls at Fraser Court, Dalkeith Road.

Self-catered accommodation near Holyrood Park, and an 18-minute walk to the University’s Main Campus.
HOW DO I TAKE PART?

Send an email to Isla (isla.parker@ed.ac.uk), UoE Gaelic Officer, with the below information.

- Your name
- Subject you are studying
- Year of study
- Sentence or two on why you are interested in the scheme

And, that's you!

But, be quick! There are only five places available on the scheme this year!